
Fall 2018, COMM 7425 Cultural Studies Section 2
Instructor: GEHL, ROBERT (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 11 possible respondents.
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Dr. Gehl is most respectful of his students, and allows for organic discussion.GEHL

I loved that Rob wanted to run his class how I imagine a class at the CCCS would have been run - with open debate and an appreciation for the challenges of
doing collaborative research. I wish Rob would have given us more feedback on the weekly responses so that I would know if I was moving in the right
direction.

GEHL

I felt the least anxiety about class discussion in his class. Rob made a class atmosphere that felt welcoming, and I enjoyed learning from my classmates.GEHL

Good at encouraging discussion. Maybe try to be a little better about interfering when someone is taking over the discussion for long periods of time. Just
because they're the most opinionated person in the room doesn't mean other opinions shouldn't have a chance to speak.

GEHL

Question: Instructor Comments

I really liked the weekly reflections. I also liked when guest speakers came in!

I love that Rob worked hard to get our final projects into a peer-reviewed journal. I also liked when we pitched our ideas for discussion at the beginning of
class and used it as a guide for class.

An excellent, thorough exploration of Cultural Studies

Varied course content was helpful. Discussion to help clarify things.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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